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Fantasy Camp
Where Lord of the rings meets Lord of the fLies
_By Ariel she Arer

 f
John and Kyle’s father limps across a 
dusty battlefield toward his twin sons. 

They see him coming, and join a larger 
mob of screaming children as they swarm 
and beat their undead dad with a rainbow 
of neon swords.

“Your mission is nothing! Prepare to die 
in Sidleterra!” yells one young warrior after 
maiming the enemy, buying time to attack 
more zombie parents as they arrive, bloody 
and moaning, to retrieve their offspring on 
the last day of summer camp.

About an hour before the lashings began, 
the twins’ dad joined 16 other parents for a 
pre-battle meeting just outside the gates to 
Wizards & Warriors summer campgrounds 
in Weston. “You will be hit with swords,” 
warns a monster counselor, while painting 
parent faces in shades of moldy grey, trans-
forming them into undead enemies of the 
kid-guarded, magical “town” their children 
have controlled like a mini democracy for 
the past two weeks.

Wizards & Warriors Camp is a living  
video game, putting kids in control of 
everything from plotline to character 
personality. By posing “choose-your-own-
adventure”–type scenarios each morn-
ing, and letting the campers decide what 
happens next, counselors at Wizards & 
Warriors create fantasy folklore in real 
time. Campers here aren’t even called 
kids — they are “Heroes.”

“It’s called Sidleterra — the land,” 
explains Meghan Gardner, camp director, 
game creator, and martial-arts master. 
“ ‘Sidle’ means to step sideways, and ‘terra’ 
means earth. And it’s based on this really 
old myth from — I believe it originated in 
Ireland — that if at a certain time of day 
you were to step sideways, you would step 
into another realm of existence, like a fairy 
realm. Sidleterra is the crossroads of his-
tory, literature, and mythology.”

for “guild time” — what most other camps 
might call “activities.” Warriors trade tokens 
for training in a variety of fighting skills; 
healers get mini-chemistry lessons and 
potions; mages seek out natural crystals for 
protection from evil spirits.

Suddenly, a counselor drops in with 
some exposition: the Duke, an evil shape-
shifting vampire they thought had been 
vanquished, has returned — but now there 
are two of him.

Quickly, the Heroes gather among them-
selves, without counselors listening, to flesh 
out their strategy against the Duke and his 
doppelganger — who, as shapeshifters, could 
look like anyone.

A Hero named Vance whispers that he 
saw the Duke wearing a distinctive necklace. 
“I need every Hero — every time you see a 
counselor, anytime you see anyone, you look 
for that necklace,” Vance says.

Meanwhile, a group of counselors are 
behind the scenes, helping counselor Chris 
Wiley change into his evil costume for his 
big showdown against the Heroes.

“[The Duke] is equal parts evil, unbal-
anced, and narcissistic,” says Wiley. “[The 
Heroes] kill anything that runs, and they’ll 
trust anything evil if it has a good accent.”

The kids love the Duke, despite his being 
evil. They love fighting. They love magic. 
None of them want to talk to me about 
where they come from, or what schools they 
go to. Instead they were happy to paint me 
with blue triangles, a sign that I’m on their 
side. Here, they all come from the same 
place: Sidleterra.

“I enjoy hitting things, and I enjoy plot 
lines,” says 14-year-old Gwen Wilbert. “And 
I enjoy walking around in forests. And it all 
comes into this one beautiful thing right 
here.” Wilbert was led to Sidleterra by her 
passion for fencing. “I do like fighting, but 
it’s more that I like strategy,” she adds.

Beat the parents
She’ll need it. The Duke, along with a host of 
vampires, is raising an army of zombie par-
ents tonight. The Heroes v. Zombies battle on 
parent’s day at Wizards & Warriors involves 
beating your mom or dad without retaliation, 
perhaps the ultimate teenage-geek fantasy.

Nearly all visiting parents are disguised as 
zombies, and they’re jumping into the fray 
against the Heroes. Pain is inevitable.

“They’re going to beat the shit out of us,” 
John and Kyle’s dad, Alan Seymour, blurts 
before lurching to battle just before sunset.

“I think any parent willing to get beat 
up by their kid is a pretty good parent,” says 
Gardner. “I feel that a lot of times what I’m 
trying to do is to educate parents about the 
importance of play for kids — and for adults.”

Today’s battle lasts three rounds. The 
zombies are horribly outmatched — all they 
have to defend against the Heroes’ nerf 
swords are “zombie spitballs,” squishy foam 
balls they lob at their kids with little effect.

Gwen is healing a wounded Hero, while 
Vance organizes group attacks. Zombies 
that get hit enough times put their arms 
over their heads, frozen in place, to show 
that their limbs have been hacked off.

I’m hiding behind a tree. My blue tri-
angles are not doing me much good. There 
are swords and spitballs flying, and I’m 
unarmed. All I’ve got is a notebook. “Why 
are you still here?” a Hero shouts at me.

The Heroes roundly defeat their parent 
zombies, who return to their non-evil  
living state after three rounds of beatings 
and a group trip to death’s realm. Then, 
former zombies and their forever hero kids 
pack up their costumes and leave Sidleterra 
together, exhausted and happy.

The story will continue next summer.   ^

Visit Sidleterra at swordsummercamp.com.  
Follow Ariel Shearer on Twitter @arielshearer.
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see more photos from  
sidleterra at thephoenix.com

a world apart
Just like in online role-playing games, in 
Wizards & Warriors there is no winner, 
and the story never ends. Over the past two 
weeks, this oasis of eccentricity has been 
the ultimate vacation from reality for about 
60 kids who chose to spend the end of July 
sweating out hot days in full costume, bring-
ing life to the formerly abandoned cabins 
and conservation land once belonging to East 
Boston Camps.

On the first day of camp, when kids 
arrive, they tread beneath the Gate of 
Destiny, a six-foot log archway hung with 
curious tchotchkes. During their time at 
camp, Heroes come up with stories for nearly 
everything they can touch. That shiny, 
keychain-size skull might turn out to be a 
vampire’s heirloom.

All Heroes share a common enemy and 
goal: battling the undead. And Heroes have a 
good chance of meeting death if they lose in 
a vampire or zombie battle. Literally.

“Actually, I play Death,” Gardner 
explains. A camper who gets struck down on 
the field of battle has to negotiate with her 
in order to “come back to life.”

Gardner, who also owns the Guard Up! 
sword-fighting school in Burlington, says 
she created the Wizards & Warriors back-
story by fusing the most appealing qualities 
of autonomous virtual games like World of 
Warcraft with the social theatrics of live- 
action role-playing (LARPing).

”We like to say our camp is computer 
games without the computers,” Gardner says.

For example: this very morning, their 
last day of camp, Heroes woke up, recharged 
their energy at breakfast, and headed out 
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